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BLOCO FOGO Committee Meeting  
Monday 11 February 2013 
 

Minutes 
 
Present: Leonie Wootton (Chair), Belinda Raitt, Jan Millen, Phil Wond, Caroline 

Bunker, Alex Mann, Dan Noyek, Matt Green, Geoff Powers, Kim Fletcher, Sarah 
Boughton, Graham Walker 
 

Apologies: none 
 

Minutes of last meeting (AGM): Agreed 
ACTION 1: Minutes of AGM to be loaded onto website by Dan as soon as possible. 

 

1: Committee roles: There was some discussion about the current sub-
committees (Costume, Finance, Marketing, Music learning and development, 

Logistics, Operations) but no decision was taken to change them.  It was agreed 
that the Finance sub-committee was essential and needed strengthening, and 
Sarah agreed to join this. 

 
2: Rehearsal format: Discussion about the extended hours at Tunbridge Wells 

rehearsal led to agreement that this should continue, a majority vote was taken, 
with Geoff voting against the move.  The longer concentration on one tune was 
thought very useful, although it was noted that more experienced members were 

not so keen on the format, again, trying to get a balance for all members is 
difficult.  It was agreed that notices would be given at about 9.25, to try and 

catch all band, that more clarity was needed regarding the programming for the 
period 9.30-10, and that more variety would be good.  No change at Maidstone. 

ACTION 2: tell band through newsletter that rehearsal at Tunbridge Wells will 
continue till 10pm and that notices will be given out at 9.25.  Mestres to improve 
programming for the last half hour, and were asked to produce a schedule for this, 

so that members can decide if they would like to stay for the last half hour. 
 

3: Looking after members – old and new: Phil circulated the draft new 
members form, which he will bring along to each rehearsal, together with 
abbreviated handout.  He will email all existing members re getting their details 

up to date, by next weekend.  Alex agreed to photo members (in costume and 
stripe) for Facebloco on website.  Phil also agreed to try and follow up when 

someone ceases being a member, in order to better understand people’s reasons 
for leaving. 
ACTION 3: Phil to finalise new members form, complete abbreviated handout and 

circulate existing members.  Some also to be kept in van. 
ACTION 4: Alex to photograph members at upcoming gigs for Facebloco.  To 

supply agreed photos to newsletter editors in due course. 
 
Newsletter has been relaunched, thanks to Jemma and Ed for this. 
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There was then a long discussion about beginners workshops, their value, merit, 
and organisation.  It was agreed that the band needs to encourage new joiners all 

the time, and perhaps to target more family membership, given that young 
people can only attend with a chaperone.  In addition, money has been set aside 

for workshops in the budget.  Alex proposed that workshops should run on the 
same day as band practice, and that Year 6 pupils in nearby primary schools be 
targetted, as well as through flyers at local gigs.  Timings for TW to be 6.45-8pm, 

when main band rehearsal will start.  It was also agreed that a similar beginners 
workshop should be run in Maidstone in the autumn, on a Wednesday.  This will 

need a venue and instrument logistics to be sorted out in due course.  Committee 
took majority votes for these decisions, and it is noted that Geoff voted against, 
with concerns about the necessity of running workshops at all, and how any 

monies used for this purpose, could be better deployed. 
ACTION 5: Alex to run beginners workshops at the Forum on Tuesdays during 

March and April (starting 5 March, and excluding Easter fortnight).  Alex to 
request support from assistant mestres for this.  Alex to design flyers, printing 
through Flatflyers in Brighton.  Leonie to circulate schools.  Kim and Matt to 

contact Courier to advertise. 
ACTION 6: tell band through newsletter that TW rehearsals in March and April will 

be starting at 8pm prompt. 
FUTURE ACTION for September: plan Maidstone beginners workshops along 

similar lines to TW – Matt to consider his availability, and to ask Trinity of the 
possibility of using their venue, plus planning of advertising the event in 
Maidstone, subject to the review of the success of Tunbridge Wells workshops at 

the next meeting. 
 

4: Costume: Some discussion of costume and special effects.  Same Sky have 
offered to make a puppet head, at cost, for which money has been set aside in 
the budget for this year (special effects). Alex suggested they be supplied with 

photos of our costume, and advised on maximum size (for the finished article to 
be easily transported). 

It was agreed that Leonie and Jan would consider Jan’s research into cost of new 

coats, particularly local-made, and that the band need to be kept informed of 
costume decisions. Geoff was keen to see a new costume in due course.  

Committee took a majority vote to keep the current costume design.  We have 
debated long and hard over the past year as to the merits of a new design over 

keeping the old one, and for now, have chosen to stay with the original version, 
subject to updating some, and resourcing a local supplier with the advantages this 
should bring with better communication, sourcing materials suitable for our needs, 

and perhaps possible adaptations based on personal costume needs eg. Issues 
with coat flaps etc.  It is noted that £4k has been set aside for costume needs, 

and depending on outcome, could be used elsewhere.  
ACTION 7: Jan and Leonie to consider Jan’s research into costume costs and 
report back. 

ACTION 8: Same Sky to be asked by Alex to quote for the cost of making a 
puppet head. 
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5. Mestres: Discussion of CD and whether it should be put on iTunes.  Geoff felt 
it was not of good enough quality and in parts was out of date.  A vote showed 2 

against putting the CD on iTunes, and 6 in favour. 
ACTION 9: Alex to put CD on iTunes 

Geoff proposed that we look into producing a new CD this year, to involve all the 
band and be recorded in a recording studio.  Alex suggested we dedicate two 
weekends to the recording. Geoff agreed to look into cost of recording studios. 

ACTION 10: Geoff to find costs of recording studios, with a view to recording a 
new CD. 

The band has purchased new djembes and some have been used at TW 
rehearsals.  A number of people have expressed interest in learning to play these, 
and Alex would like to run a couple of separate workshops on Saturdays.  It was 

agreed that the band be asked through the newsletter to get in touch with Alex if 
interested in djembe workshops, and he would then set these up as appropriate. 

ACTION 11: band to be asked through newsletter for any members interested in 
learning to play the djembe to let Alex know and he will arrange for a couple of 
Saturday workshops. 

Geoff raised the issue of complexity of music, and it was agreed that this had 
been discussed at the AGM and voted on.  Kim suggested that more dynamic 

change would be useful (slower/faster and quiet/loud). 
 

6. Any other business: Phil agreed to add to gig sheet information whether the 
gig is charged for or free.  He was asked about start time for gigs and said he 
always suggested that we arrive one hour before we are required to play.  

Individuals can then choose their arrival time.  Phil agreed to remove the Picnic in 
the Park gig (6 May) from the gig sheet as they don’t expect us to play. 

ACTION 12: Phil to add payment information to the gig sheet, and to remove 
Picnic in Park from gig list. 
Geoff reported no change on the budget from the figures produced at the AGM.  

The assisted purchase of instruments was suggested, whereby a band member 
pays 50% of instrument costs and band pays the remaining 50%, with the band 

having the option to buy back the instrument.  No decision made on this. 

Gig attendance was discussed, and the issue of rewards for playing more gigs, but 
it was agreed that this raised many difficulties and should not be implemented. 

Updating the website was also discussed, both to keep it fresh and relevant and to 
assist with search optimisation.  Leonie agreed to ask Ed and Jemma to find 

photos suitable for the website, and for the revised website image to possibly 
form the branding for the van.  Caroline offered to proof read content.  
Testimonials need to be updated, Alex has more.  Links to youtube videos would 

also help, as would Twitter feed. 
ACTION 13: updating website to be co-ordinated by Leonie, involving new 

photographs and updated content, including Twitter feed and links to youtube 
videos.  Steve to be asked to update testimonials supplied by Alex.  New image to 
be used for van if appropriate. 

New video footage of the band would be appropriate, and Alex will ask his film 
student if he would like to accompany the band to Coburg for this purpose. 

ACTION 14: Alex to ask film student whether he would be prepared to come to 
Coburg to film the band. 
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Alex reported that the band has been invited to Wiesbaden this year, and to 
Coburg.  He has also learnt of a Coburg mestre meeting in March through Jasmine, 

which might be useful to attend.  Alex agreed to find out through Jasmine and the 
organisers whether there would be advantage in BF sending a representative. 

ACTION 15: Alex to ascertain the advantages to the band of attending the mestre 
meeting in March in Coburg. 
It was noted that badge pins featuring BF are being sold for the Lantern Parade.  

While flattering, it was agreed that it would have been nicer to be asked 
beforehand.  No action required. 

It was suggested at the AGM that extending the trial period for new joiners from 
one week to four weeks might help encourage more new people to return to 
rehearsals. 

ACTION 16: that the trial period for new joiners should be increased from one 
week to one month. 

Graham asked whether we could get more corporate gigs.  Alex reported that he 
reminds the bookers periodically. 
 

Date of next meeting: suggestion circulated after meeting for either Monday 
22ndApril or Monday 29th April, at Graham’s house. 

 
 

 


